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HarperCollins Publishers is one of the world's leading English-language publishers with

headquarters in New York. The company is part of News America Publishing Group, a division of

News Corporation. The house of Mark Twain, the Bronte Sisters, Thackeray, Dickens, John F.

Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Maurice Sendak, HarperCollins was founded in New York City



in 1817 by the brothers James and John Harper. The worldwide book group, which was formed

following News Corporation's acquisition of the British publisher William Collins in January 1990,

has significant publishing interests in the U.S., Canada, the U.K. and Australia.

I got this for my mother, and we both agree that the nice white pages and good print is a real plus

for our eyes. I studied Latin for several years, and I have to say that this dictionary is excellent. It

goes well beyond being just a word list, but it doesn't get muddled in being overly academic, either.

It also includes some nice review pages, etc.If you, like my mom, just want a quick resource as a

reader's companion, this dictionary is perfect. If you are studying Latin I think you will find it to be a

joy to use and browse, although you may also want something a little more academic (with, say,

more etymological information) as you advance in your studies.

This is by far my favorite Latin dictionary reference. I bought it for school and will be keeping it on

my bookshelf. Not only does it have Latin-to-English and English-to-Latin but it also has grammar

references throughout it. It's definitely a must-have for any Latin students

This guide includes both a Latin to English and English to Latin section. Most significantly, there are

expansive, helpful grammar charts, paradigms, and tips that make declining and conjugating in Latin

much easier. Purchased for my college Latin courses and certainly an essential, useful tool.

Until there is an easy way to look up latin words online, this is going to be SO helpful. I love the

layout with different verb endings. This book makes learning latin a much more pleasant experience

for me.

It is very easy to understand and work with, very helpful index. I use it myself and with my

daughter's homeschool program, I want her to have an understanding of Latin before she goes into

other languages and this little dictionary is a treasure.

I am currently in my second semester of Latin, and I was tired of flipping through my textbook for

translations. I asked my professor for a recommendation, and he was spot-on. Very easy to find

things, clear font, small enough to carry but still has enough information in it. Definitely worth it.

Good dictionary. Bought on recommendation from my son's high school Latin teacher.



Very comprehensive. Excellent grammatical sections in back of dictionary. A must have for Latin

scholars.
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